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About This Game

From the creators of cult sleeper hit Scratches and the haunting Serena, comes a chilling journey into the darkest depths of your
mind. ASYLUM is an ambitious and intricate horror adventure casting you into the hallucinatory setting of the Hanwell Mental

Institute, a silent witness to unimaginable atrocities that transpired between its endless corridors.

With influences ranging from Lovecraft to Peter Cushing to Lucio Fulci, ASYLUM has been meticulously crafted with a strong
focus on storytelling and atmosphere. Explore countless tenebrous environments, find your way throughout a towering, lifelike

mental hospital, and solve a surreal mystery that will haunt you for years to come.

What you can expect

 A mind-bending original storyline that we somehow managed to keep secret during 10 years of production.

 An atmosphere so engrossing you will almost smell the stench of decrepitude and putrefaction around you.

 Exciting challenges rewarding your wit and observation. No pixel hunting or boring math puzzles.

 Memorable soundtrack inspired by vintage horror productions and quite a bit of John Carpenter.

 No jump scares! OK, maybe just a frightening couple that will hit you when you least expect it.

 Relentless pacing leading to a shocking and disturbing conclusion. You simply won’t believe what’s coming!
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We poured our heart and soul into creating an involving and endlessly rewarding adventure. If you love the kind of slow-burning
horror with an old-school sensibility that creeps upon you, ASYLUM will be an unforgettable experience.
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Title: ASYLUM
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Senscape
Publisher:
Senscape
Release Date: As soon as we can.

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2.4Ghz or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: Consider having heart medication nearby. Just in case.

English,French,Italian,German,Greek,Russian,Turkish
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Check your inventory! Gallery owners now get 15% off "A Fisherman's Tale":
Greetings, adventurers!

Starting today, owners of The Gallery should see a special coupon in their Steam inventory for "A Fisherman's Tale" -- one of
our favourite VR games so far this year!

To access your exclusive coupon, simply click the green envelope at the top of your Steam app to visit your inventory. You can
then use the coupon to get 15% off A Fisherman's Tale. The coupon will expire 48 hours after you get the notification.

If you want to know more about A Fisherman's Tale, check out the Steam page below.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/559330/A_Fishermans_Tale/
And here's what we had to say about it:

Originally posted by Cloudhead Games:. PAPER SHAKESPEARE is out!:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/702940/Paper_Shakespeare_To_Date_Or_Not_To_Date/

Next one probably won't launch at midnight. We'll see how things pan out.

Expect to hear about Game 5 next week sometime.. Update v1.33 - Accelerate your Wildlife Park!:
Update v1.33 - Accelerate your Wildlife Park!
 - Performance improvements - up to 50% higher framerate
- fontsize problems (Windows Font Scale) are gone
- diverse minor-bugs fixed
. Cat couple 4 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1045862/Cat_couple_4/. Working on the Sequel Now:

Hello everyone,
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We're happy to announce that we're working on a sequel to Among Ripples now, and we want to hear from you what you
want from it. The first game was mostly a small experiment, that's why we never charged for it. But since the game
"blew up" on Steam with over 500 000 downloads and a lot of praise from you and press we felt that people want this
kind of game. And now when we're done with Crest (we're releasing a big patch at the end of the month, but feature-
wise it's complete) we want to explore a proper sequel for Among Ripples, to make the idea justice.

The new game is more like a traditional tycoon game with isometric perspective (the screenshot above was an early art
test), but still the calm gameplay you like. Bigger and better, more play hours, things to explore and a campaign mode.
We can't say anything more at the moment, it's really early in production and a lot will change.

Buuuut... join our Discord and follow the development of our new game, there's more "secrets" there. ;)

https://discordapp.com/invite/ecs

Stay tuned for more and thanks for your ongoing support!
//Martin and ECS
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